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Herefordshire Council has sought Counsel advice in light of the implication of the recent European judgment the case of People Over Wind and Sweetman v Coillte Teoranta (C-323/17) (“Sweetman”) and the representations from Natural England to a number of Habitat Regulation Assessment consultations undertaken post the judgment.

Additional advice has now been sought regarding the judgment on Cooperation Mobilisation for the Environment v Verenigin Leefmilieu (Dutch Nitrogen) which was published on the 7 November 2018 (after the previous advice was issued).

The Herefordshire Core Strategy was subject to a detailed Appropriate Assessment (AA). Being prior to Sweetman the various stage of the AA addressed mitigation and built that mitigation into the Core Strategy to avoid significant effect including Policy SD4. It assessed the position of Policy RA1 and RA2 given Policy SD4 and assumes that SD4 will be applied correctly to any application including the provision of phasing and Appropriate Assessments of individual planning applications.

However, in stark contrast to Dutch Nitrogen the Core Strategy does not given a green light to the development envisaged in it. Development under the Core Strategy is expressed subject to specific restrictions which will remove any likely significant effects, this is the whole premise of Policy SD4. No permission could be granted (reg 63(5)) without meeting the requirements of Policy SD4.

The advice indicates that Policy SD4 as a measure to prevent harm is sufficiently certain to meet the Dutch Nitrogen tests. Compliance with it is a fundamental requirement before any permission could be granted.

The proposed Neighbourhood Development Plans do not undermine or change this and in screening the NDPs, the proper application under current case law of Policy SD4 (under s38(6) and reg 63(5)) will ensure that the NDP provides no pathway to adverse effects on the integrity.

The advice concludes that the overall package will ensure that the NDP is not adopted in breach of reg 63(5) and that, assuming SD4 is properly applied, any permission under Policy RA1, RA2, SD4 and compliant neighbourhood development plans would not breach reg 63(5).